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CONVEX
With its geometric shape and organic surface, Convex is an acoustical moss tile that transforms nature into functional 
wall art. True to its name, Convex tiles round outward to add dimension and visual interest. The moss tile’s inherently 
beautiful design absorbs sound, reduces noise, and is fire-resistant. Convex comes in four shapes - circle, square, 
squircle, or hexagon - and three different sizes. The handpicked moss within Convex is maintenance-free and available 
in 15 colorways. Convex has an NRC 1.0 (ASTM C423-17) acoustic rating and a Class A (ASTM-E 84) fire rating.
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ACOUSTICAL TILE ITEM # DESCRIPTION Dia. D WEIGHT PRICE

17-096-9019 circle moss tile 11.81" 3.94" 3.5 lbs $486

17-096-9020 circle moss tile 17.72" 4.33" 7.9 lbs $818

17-096-9021 circle moss tile 23.62" 4.72" 15.8 lbs $1,152

ITEM # DESCRIPTION W H D WEIGHT PRICE

17-096-9027 square moss tile 11.81" 11.81" 3.94" 4.4 lbs $520

17-096-9028 square moss tile 17.72" 17.72" 4.33" 9.9 lbs $855

17-096-9029 square moss tile 23.62" 23.62" 4.72" 19.8 lbs $1,190

17-096-9036 squircle moss tile 11.81" 11.81" 3.94" 3.9 lbs $502

17-096-9037 squircle moss tile 17.72" 17.72" 4.33" 8.8 lbs $838

17-096-9038 squircle moss tile 23.62" 23.62" 4.72" 17.8 lbs $1,172

17-096-9044 hexagon moss tile 11.81" 11.81" 3.94" 3.5 lbs $502

17-096-9045 hexagon moss tile 17.72" 17.72" 4.33" 7.9 lbs $838

17-096-9046 hexagon moss tile 23.62" 23.62" 4.72" 15.8 lbs $1,172

Scandinavian Spaces reserves the right to amend any pricing/information.

HOW TO ORDER PLANNER

example: PRODUCT Convex – acoustical tile 

ITEM # 17-096-9019

DESCRIPTION circle moss tile 

MOSS COLOR apple 17-M6002

DIMENSIONS Dia. 11.81" x D 3.94"

NOTES

*This product is made from organic materials. Due to its 
inherent natural beauty, some color variations may occur.

Installation – keyhole and mounting hardware included. 

Hexagon tiles include keyholes for vertical or horizontal 
orientation.  

Design and create your own layout with the 
Convex Planner. 
scandinavianspaces.com/products/convex

MATERIALS + FINISHES chart 17

color moss*

17-M6005
orange

17-M6014
charcoal

17-M6012
lavender

17-M6011
azure

17-M6010
purple

17-M6009
burgundy

17-M6008
copper

17-M6007
ruby red

17-M6006
salmon

17-M6013 
granite

17-M6015
natural

17-M6003
lime

17-M6004 
honey

17-M6002
apple

17-M6001
moss

http://scandinavianspaces.com/products/convex

